Value Brief
Security

Fortify WebInspect

Industry-leading web application security assessment solution designed to analyze complex web
applications and web services for security vulnerabilities

Micro Focus® Fortify WebInspect is a dynamic
application security testing tool that identifies
application vulnerabilities in deployed web applications and services.

34%

Fewer postdeployment
vulnerabilities1

WebInspect scans modern frameworks and
web technology with the most comprehensive
and accurate dynamic scanner.

20%

Penetration test
cost reduction1

The product is easily deployable in enterprise
environments, has exhaustive REST APIs to
benefit integration, and has the flexibility to
manage security risks either through the intuitive UI or run completely via automation.

20%

■■ Cox Automotive diminished critical

Lower incident
resolution time1

WebInspect provides the broadest dynamic
application security testing (DAST) coverage
and detects new types of vulnerabilities that
often go undetected by black-box security
testing technologies.

15%

Reduction in
time-to-market1

Proof Points

■■ Micro Focus cyber security team

successfully conducted over
1,800 web application testing
scans in just six months

■■ Micro Focus cyber security team

software flaws by 94% by adding
WebInspect dynamic scans to the SDLC

“Fortify solutions help us develop
very secure applications that give
our customers a positive experience
with our products.”2
TONY SPURLIN

Chief Information Security Officer
Cox Automotive

Learn More At

www.microfocus.com/webinspect
__________
1 Improvements are based on IDC Studies,
Micro Focus Product Management/Marketing
guidance, and Micro Focus customer
experience.
2 Cox Automotive Customer Success Story

reduced the time for vetting cited
vulnerabilities by over 50%
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